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p-universal spaces and rational homotopy types

Richard Body, Mamoru Mimura, Hiroo Shiga and Dennis Sullivan

Abstract. We prove that the p-universahty of a space does not depend on a prime p but only on
its rational homotopy type The minimal model of such a rational homotopy type is characterized
by the existence of the trivial endomorphism in the closure of its automorphism group
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1. Introduction

Let p be a prime or 0 A map / X —> Y between topological spaces is called a

p-equivalence if the induced homomorphism

/* H*(Y,Z/pZ)—>H*(X,Z/pZ)
is an isomorphism A p-equrvalence, however, is not an equivalence relation, in
particular, the syminetricity does not hold in general In [MT] Mimura and Toda
introduced a class of spaces in which a p-equivalence is an equivalence relation
They called such spaces p-universal About 20 years ago the first and the fourth
authors observed in the unpublished draft [BS] that the p-universality does not
depend on a particular prime p but on its rational homotopy type, although they
gave only the outline of the proof The purpose of the present note is to give
a detailed proof of it and to show that the class of p-universal spaces coincides
exactly with that of spaces whose rational homotopy type has " positive weights" in
the sense of Morgan and Sullivan That is, our mam theorem is stated as follows

Theorem A. Let X be a simply connected, finite CW-complex Then the following
statements are equivalent

(1) X is p-unwersal for a prime p or 0,

(2) the rational homotopy type of X has positive weights,
(3) X is p-universal for any prime p and 0

We also prove
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Theorem B. Let X be a simply connected C^N-complex such that

(g)Q < oo.

Then there is a p-unwersal space K for any prime p having the same rational
homotopy type as X if and only if X has positive weights.

Theorem A does not hold for infinite complexes (see Remark 3.6). In §2 we

study a space whose rational homotopy type has positive weights. In Theorem
2.7 we give a various characterization of it and show that it is independent of the
ground field. In fact, the characterization (1) in Theorem 2.7 is stated in [BS].
The method there is to show that the closure of Q-split torus of the group of
automorphisms of minimal model in the space of endomorphisms contains a zero
homomorphism. The detailed proof, however, was not given in [BS]. We give here
its proof by using the Galois group action on one parameter subgroups. In §3 we

prove (1) => (2) in Theorem A by using (1) in Theorem 2.7. Then following the
idea of [BS], we realize the one parameter subgroup X(q), where q is a positive
integer, by a self map of K which has the same rational homotopy type as a given
complex. From this, we prove Theorem B as well as (2) => (3) of Theorem A.
Finally we show in Proposition 3.7 that homogeneous spaces of compact Lie groups
are p-universal for any prime p and 0.

The authors would like to thank T. Maeda, T.Tasaka and M. Tezuka for the
useful discussions about algebraic groups.

2. Positive weights

Let V © Vn be a graded vector space and denote by m A(V) a minimal
n>2

differential graded-commutative algebra (minimal DGA for short) over Q ([H] and

[Sul] Let K be a field such that Q Ç K Ç C. We take a basis {x^\ x^ } for

Vn (g) K and assign a positive integer w{x™ to each x* The integer w(x™ is

called the weight of x^'. Let U" be a subspace of V™ <g>K spanned by the elements
with weight s. We extend the definition of the weight by

/ (n) (m) \ / (n) \ / (m) \

Then for m+ the ideal of positive elements, we have the weight decomposition

m+ © Us, where Us © C/".
s>l n>2

Let X be a CM^-complex and denote by m(X) A( © yn) its minimal model
n>2

with a differential operator d.
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Definition 2.1. The K-homotopy type of a CW-complex X, m(X) <g> K, is said

to have ~K-positwe weights if we can choose a basis {x™ xj™ } of Vn <g> K for

n > 2 and give weight w(x\) for each xf1 such that it satisfies

w(dx[n)) w(x[n)) (i l,...,kn;n>2). (1)

In this case we simply say that X has ~K-positive weights.

We denote by m{X){n) the sub DGA of m{X) generated by the elements of
degree < n and by m{X){n)% the subspace spanned by the elements of degree
i. We also denote by Gn(Q) the group of Q-DGA automorphisms of m{X){n).
If we fix a Q-basis of m(X)(n)% for i 2,... 2n, then Gn(Q) is represented by
the subgroup of GL(N, Q) defined by polynomial equations with coefficients in Q,

where N ^dimQ m(X)(n)\ Let Gn be the subgroup of GL(AT,C) defined by
%=2

the same equations. Then Gn is an algebraic group defined over Q and Gn(Q) is

the set of Q-rational points of Gn.
For any field K D Q, there is a maximal torus TK of the connected component

of Gn defined over K by Theorem 18.2 of [B]. Then by Proposition of [B;p.l21] we
have a decomposition over K

T T T) T n T

where T^ is the largest anisotropic subtorus defined over K and Tf is the largest
split (i.e., diagonalizable over K) subtorus of TK.

Let C* be the multiplicative group of C

Definition 2.2. A group homomorphism A : C* —> Gn is called a one parameter
subgroup of Gn defined over K if it is represented by

A(t) t GC*

2n
with respect to some K-basis of © m(X)(n)% <g>K, where a\,... a^ are integers.

Proposition 2.3. Let K be a field such that Q Ç K Ç C. A CW-complex X has

~K-positive weights if and only if for each n, there is a one parameter subgroup
X(t) of Tfw defined, over K such that lim X(t) 0, where the topology of Gn is the

t->0

metric one induced from CN
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Proof. If X has K-positive weights, then the correspondence

defines a one parameter subgroup of Tf satisfying the required property. In fact,
one can take s positive by the assumption that X has K-positive weights.
Conversely, if there is a one parameter subgroup X(t) of Tf defined over K such that

2n
lim X(t) 0, one can choose a basis for © m(X)(nY <g> K and positive integers
t->0 i=2
a\,... apj so that X(t) is represented by

t G K* j> (3)

Then one obtains a weight decomposition of m(X)(n) <g> K by putting

Ua% {xem(X)(n) <g)K | X(t)x ta°x} for i 1,... N. D

Let En and Gn be the set of C-DGA endomorphisms and the set of C-DGA
automorphisms of m{X){n) <g> C respectively. Then En is an algebraic set defined
over Q and Gn is a Zariski open set of En. Recall that the Zariski closure of Gn
in En coincides with the metric closure of Gn in En (see for example [M] which

we denote by Gn

Lemma 2.4. Let B be a Borel subgroup of Gn. If the zero homomorphism is

contained in Gn then so is in the metric closure of B

Proof. Let M be a compact maximal subgroup of Gn. Then M acts on the
complete variety Gn/B transitively, and hence we have

Gn M ¦ B.

Let {xn} be a sequence of the points in M ¦ B such that lim xn 0. Then each

xn can be expressed as

x„ un ¦ bn,

where un G M and bn G B. There is an accumulation point a of {un} such that
a G M, since M is compact. Then

lim a ¦ bn 0.

Hence by multiplying a"1 we have

lim bn 0 D
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By (4) of Theorem 10.6 of [B] we have a semi-direct product decomposition

B TX-U,

where T\ is a maximal torus of Gn and U is a unipotent subgroup of Gn by
Corollary 11.3 of [B], since B is solvable by definition.

Lemma 2.5. If the closure (metric) of B contains 0, so does the closure ofT\.

Proof. Let {xn\ be a sequence of B such that lim xn 0. We can express xn by
n—>oo

an upper triangular matrix

(ßll
¦ ¦ ¦ ßlN

0 ßNN

Since lim ßtl 0 for i 1, 2,... ,N and since

'ßll 0

0 ßN I"

we have the lemma. D

There exists a maximal torus T1^ of Gn defined over Q. Then, if Gn contains
0, so does the metric closure of T1^ by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, since maximal tori of
Gn are conjugate. By Corollary 18.8 of [B], T1^ splits over a finite normal extension
K of Q so that the elements of the K-rational points T"^(K) are diagonalizable over
K. That is, with respect to some K-basis for m(X)(n) <g>K, T1^ can be represented
as

0 \
il,... ,tm€K* \, (4)

where K* is the multiplicative group of K, m is the dimension of T1^ and a?% are
integers for 1 < i < m, 1 < j < N

Lemma 2.6. If the closure (metric) of T" contains 0, there is a one parameter
subgroup X(t) of T1® defined, over K such that

lim X(t) 0.
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In particular the metric closure of the IK-rational points T"(K) contains 0.

Proof. We denote a matrix in (4) by M(t\,... ,tm). By the assumption there is a

sequence {M(xf\... ,z^))}£L1 such that

k
hm \(x(f))ai---(x&))a'™\=0 for j l,...,m. (5)

We choose a positive number t < 1 such that x\ ' tat e%et, where a\ and d\ are
real numbers. Then

By (5) for large k, the numbers 2_,°4 ¦ a°e for j I,... ,N are simultaneous-
e=l

ly positive. Then from the density of Q in R, we can choose rational numbers

/?i,... ßm so that

/3£a^ >0 for j 1,... ,N.
e=l

Hence we have integers Pi,... Pm such that

ea^ >0 for j 1,... ,N.
e=l

Then the one parameter subgroup defined by

A(t) {M(tp\... ,tPm) 11 eC*}

satisfies
lim X(t) =0. D

Thus we have proved, by virtue of Proposition 2.3 together with Lemmas 2.4,

2.5 and 2.6, that m{X){n) has K-positive weights, if Gn contains 0, where K is

a finite normal extension of Q.
The one parameter subgroup A(t) defined over K in Lemma 2.6 is represented

2n
by matrices S(t) with respect to some (Q-) basis of © m(X)(nY such that each

entry btJ of S(t) (btJ) is in K if t G K*. For an element a of the Galois group
G(K/Q), we set
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Then the entries of the matrix

A(t) n s(ty

are in Q if t G K*. Hence A(t) defines elements of TQ(Q), the Q-rational points

of T1^. For t G Q* we decompose © m{X){n)1 into j4(t)-invariant, irreducible

Q-subspaces

© m(X)(ny= © V3.
i=2 j=l

The restriction of A(t) for t G Q* on Vo is represented by a matrix A, (£) whose
entries are in Q. The matrix Ao (t) is diagonalizable over K; there is an invertible
matrix P3 with entries in K such that

0 knj (t)
t

where k\(t),... ,knj(t) are eigenvalues of A3(t) which are conjugate over Q if
t G Q*. For an element a of the Galois group G(K/Q) we set

Then we have

n

where ro{t) is in Q* if t G Q*. Hence if we set

D{t)
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then it is of the form

CMH

/n(t)

D{t)
n(t)

\ n{t)J

Then the matrix D(t) defines a one parameter subgroup /x(t) of T1^ defined over
Q such that lim u(t) 0.

t->0
Then we have the following:

Theorem 2.7. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The Zariski closure of Gn in En contains the zero homomorphism for

each n,
(2) X has C-positive weights,
(3) X has <Q-positwe weights.

Proof [(1) => (2)] The metric closure of Gn in En contains 0 for n > 2. Then
by Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 there is a one parameter subgroup X(t) of T1^ defined
over K such that lim X(t) 0. Hence by Proposition 2.3 X has K-positive weights,

t->0
where [K : Q] < oo. In particular, we have (2).

[(2) => (3)] If X has K-positive weights for such a field K that [K : Q] < oo, then
from the above argument we have a one parameter subgroup /x(t) of T1^ defined
over Q such that lim /x(t) 0. Hence by Proposition 2.3 we have (3).

[(3) => (1)] This is obvious by Proposition 2.3. D

If X is a formal space, then one can see that it has Q-positive weights by
grading automorphisms (see [Su 1] and [Shi]). Thus, the property "having positive
weights" does not depend on the ground field, as does in the case of formal spaces
([Su 1]).

3. p-universal spaces

In this section, we will prove that the rational homotopy type of a p-universal
space has positive weights. Among the various définitions of the p-universality
([MOT]), we adopt the following for the sake of our convenience:
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Definition 3.1. A simply connected CW-complex X is called p-universal if for

any prime q different from p, there exists a map / : X —> X such that
(1) /* : ff*(X;Z/pZ) —> H*(X;Z/pZ) is isomorphic,
(2) /(j (g) 1 : 7T*(X) <g) TLjqL —> 7r*(X) <g> Z/qZ is trivial.
Let 77i (X) A( © Vn) be a minimal model of X. Then we have a diagram

n>2

U

Hom(7rn(X),Z),

where (p is a linear isomorphism of Q-vector spaces ([Su], [H]). Let Ln be the free
abelian subgroup of Vn which is mapped isomorphically by (p onto Hom(7rn (X Z).
We form a multiplicative lattice:

£(X) A( © Ln).
n>2

Then L(X) is a free graded commutative algebra over Z. Denote by L(X)(n) the
sub Z-module of the elements of degrees < n.

Suppose that X is p-universal. Then the map / : X —> X in Définition 3.1

induces an automorphism / : m{X) —> m(X) such that / preserves L(X). Let

{e\,... es, h\,... ht} be a basis for L{X)(n) such that

e% G © Ll (i 1,... ,s)

and

where L{X)+ is the set of the elements of positive degrees. Then by (2) of
Definition 3.1 with respect to this basis, the restriction f\L(X)(n) is represented by a

matrix with integer entries

cM
such that each entry of A and B is divisible by q. Let K be a finite field extension
of Q containing all the eigenvalues of C. Let i/q be a normal valuation of Q defined
by

a(is

where a, b are integers prime to q. We extend vq to K, which is also denoted vq by
abuse of notation. All the coefficients except the highest degree of the equation

det(t/ - C) te + a^it1-1 + ¦ ¦ ¦ + a0 0 (6)
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are divisible by q, where £ s +1 is the dimension of L{X)(n).
Let A be one of eigenvalues of C'. Then we have

vq(\e) ^(-(a^iA*-1 + • • • + ao)).

Since A is an algebraic integer, we have

Hence we have

vq{-{a£-\\e~l H

from which we have

< q-1. (7)

Let Gn be the set of K-DGA automorphisms of L{X)(n) <g>K. We choose a basis
of L{X)(n) (g)K so that C is represented by an upper triangular matrix

/Ai * \ /Ai 0\ /l
\ 0 A£/ \ 0

where Ai,... A^ are the eigenvalues of C'. Then the matrix

/Ai 0

C= -,
\ 0 A«,

is the semi-simple part of C. By the Jordan decomposition, one can see that Cs
is also an element of Gn(K), the set of K-rational points of Gn.

Let a{X\i,X\<2,... ,Xnn) be a polynomial with coefficients in Q such that

a(g) 0 for all g G Autc(m(X)(n) <g) C).

Then after multiplying some integer, the equation

a{Cks)=Q (*=1,2,...)

will become

7 y an teX1 ¦ ¦ ¦ Xe +d 0,

t>l»i+ +«£=t

where an %e and d, the constant term of a, are all integers. Then by using (7) we
have
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where ij}{k) is an integer such that

lim ip(k) oo.

As k can be arbitrarily large, the constant term d must be zero. This implies that
the Zariski closure of Gn in En contains 0.

Thus by Theorem 2.7, we have proved the following:

Proposition 3.2. If X is p-universal for a prime p, the rational homotopy type
of X has ^-positive weights.

Let X be a CW-complex such that ii%{X) <g> Q 0 for i > no, where no is some
positive integer.

Proposition 3.3. If there is a one parameter subgroup A(t) of Aut (m(X)) such
that lim A(t) 0, then there is a CW-complex K satisfying the following condi-

tions:
(a) there is a 0- equivalence g : X —> K,
(b) for any two distinct primes p, q, there is a p-equivalence fq : K —> K

inducing fqi <g> 1 0 : tt*(K) <g> Z/qZ —> k*{K) <g> Z/qZ.

Proposition 3.3 follows from Lemma 3.4 below.
We can represent A(t) by

' tai
i

A(t)

with respect to some Z-basis for L(X)(n), where a\,... ,am are positive integers.
In particular, A(s) preserves L(X) for a positive integer s.

Lemma 3.4. For each positive integer n, there is a complex Kn such that the

following conditions are satisfied:
(a) there is a DGA isomorphism

pn : m(X)(n) —> m(Kn);

torsion free for i < n
;

0 for i > n

(c) for any distinct primes p and q, there is a p-equivalence

fq: Kn —> Kn
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satisfying the following conditions:
(1) the induced, homomorphism

/qj <g> 1 : ir*{Kn) (g) Z/qZ —> TT*{Kn) <g> Z/qZ

is trivial]
(2) the following diagram is commutative:

m(Kn) A m(Kn),

where fq is a map induced, by fq and, X(q)n is the restriction of X(q) on m(X)(n).

Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on n. As an inductive hypothesis
we assume that there is a complex Kn satisfying the conditions (a) ~ (c). We can
choose a basis {e\,... ,es} for Ln+1 (~ Homz(7rn_|_i(X),Z)) such that each e% is

an eigenvector of \(q)n+\. Then det G m(X)(n) is an either an eigenvector or 0.

Let iVbea positive integer such that Ndet (i 1,... s) represents an element of
Hn^{Kn\ Z) via pn. Then {de\,... des) represents an element

XG [Kn,K(Zs/N,n + 2)},

where [ ] denotes the set of homotopy classes. Since Ln+1 ~ 1//N as Z-modules,
Xq induces a map

Xq :K{Zs/N,nA

so that the diagram

Kn
ix

K(Zs/N,n +

is homotopy commutative. Let

QK(Zs/N,n + 2) ¦

h 2) —>K(Zs/N,n + 2)

¦^ Kn

ix
2)^K(Zs/N,n + 2)

-^P^K(ZS/N,n + (7)

be the path flbration. Let Xq : P —> P be a map defined by Xq(£)(t) Xq(£(t)),
where £ £ P and t £ [0,1]. Set

Kn+1 {(x, £)£KnxP
Cn+l {(x,£) £KnxP\ XqX(x) tt(£)},

En+l {(x,£) £KnxP
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Then we define a map

\ Kn+\ —> Cn+1

by \q(x, t) (x, \{l)) Since Xq o x is homotopic to x° fq-, there is a homotopy
equivalence h Cn^\ —> £"n+l so that the diagram

Cn+1 »-En+1
h

I I
Kn -^ Kn

Id

is commutative, where the vertical maps are the restrictions of the projection
Kn x P —> Kn respectively We define a map

fq £-n+l * Kn+\

by 7q(x,£) (fq(x),£) Then the diagram

fq

I I
Kn —> Kn

fq

is commutative By setting fq fqoho\qywe have a commutative diagram

Kn-\-i^-Kn+\
I I

Kn —> Kn
fq

We will show that the map fq Kn^\ —> Kn+\ satisfies (a) ~ (c) First of all,
(a) is easy to show from the construction The other part is easily obtained from
the following homotopy commutative diagram

K (Zs/N_, n + 1 -^Kn+1-^ Kn

l\ ifq ifq
K(Zs/N,n+l)^Kn+1^Kn, (8)

and the fact that Xq is represented on irn^i(K(Zs/N, n+ 1)) by a diagonal matrix
whose entries are positive integer power of q D

Now we will complete the proof of Theorem A
Let X be a finite complex whose rational homotopy type has Q-positive weights

Then by Lemma 3 4 and Proposition 2 2 we obtain a complex Kn satisfying the
following two conditions for any two distinct primes p and q
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(1) Kn has the same rational homotopy type as the n-th stage of the Postnikov
tower of X,

(2) for any distinct primes p and q, there is a p-equivalence fq such that

fqt ® 1 0 ir*(Kn) <g> Z/qZ > TT*{Kn) (g) Z/qZ

Let n be the dimension of X and K%n+-y be the «-skeleton of Kn+\ Then K%n+-y has

the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex The homomorphism z" Hn(K™+^,Z)
—> Hn(Kn-\-i, Z) induced by the inclusion in K™^ —> ifn+l is surjective From
the homology sequence of the pair (ifn_|_i,A'™+1) we have an exact sequence

ff„+1(i(„+1,z) ^ffn+1(if„+1,if„"+1,z) ^ff„K+1,z) ^ff„(if„+1,z)

Since Hn(K™_i_i, Z) is free, we have a direct sum decomposition of a free Z-module

1,K%+1}Z) lm j* ® A,

where A is lsomorphic to ker i*n by <9* We may assume that the map fq Kn^\ —>
Kn+\ is cellular, let /" K%+1 —> Kn+lbe tlle restriction Then A is fQt-
mvanant We may regard A as a free submodule of irn^i(Kn^i, K™+-^) Let
{«1, ,am} be a basis of A Let if be a complex obtained from K™_\_i by
attaching m cells of dimension n + 1 via ôja^ (z 1, ,m), where

is the boundary operator From the construction we may regard if as a subcomplex
of ifn-|-i such that

H,,(K,Z) ~ H,,(Kn+1,Z) for i < n,
Hl(K,Z)= 0 for On

The map /" can be extended to fq K —> K so that the diagram

is homotopy commutative Then fq is a p-equivalence such that the induced
homomorphism

/* H*(K,Z/qZ) —> H*(K, Z/qZ)

is trivial Hence by (b) of Theorem 2 1m [MOT], K is p-umversal for all p Finally
we construct a 0-equivalence g X —> K Since DGAs m(X)(n+l) and m(Kn^\)
are lsomorphic, there is a homotopy equivalence between localized spaces at zero
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where Xn_|_i is the (n + l)-st stage of the Postnikov tower of X Composing with
the natural map and the localization map, we obtain a map

</>n+l X "

Since (ifn-|_i)(-o) is obtained from (-K^_|_i)(o) by attaching 'local cells' (cone over the
local sphere) of dimension < n+1 ([Su 2]) By the cellular approximation theorem
we obtain a map X —> (-^n+l)(0) By composing with the inclusion we have a

map <f> X —> ifj-g) such that </>* induces isomorphisms on rational cohomology
Q £

Since K is p-universal for every p and 0, the map </> factors as X —> K —> ^-(0)
Then by Theorem 13m [MT], X is also p-umversal, and we have the desired
result

Remark 3.6. Theorem A does not hold for infinite complexes Recall that the
infinite quatermomc projective space HP00 has the same rational homotopy type
as the Eilenberg-MacLane space if(Z,4), which is formal As is well known, the
degree of the induced map on iJ4(ELP°°,Z) of a self map is odd square Hence
HP00 is not p-umversal (p ^ 2) in the sense of Definition 3 1 However KÇZ,, 4) is

p-universal for any prime p

As an application of Theorem A, we will show that homogeneous spaces of
compact Lie groups are p-umversal for any prime p

Let G be a compact connected Lie group and H a closed connected subgroup of
G Let S*(G) be the ring of polynomial function with value in R on the Lie algebra
L{G) Then S*{G) is asymmetric algebra of L{G)* HomR(L(G),R) The degree
of the elements of L(G)* is defined to be 2 Let S*(G)G be the invariant subalgebra
under the adjoint action of G Then S(G)G is lsomorphic to a graded polynomial
algebra Let A{G) be the exterior algebra of L{G)*, and A{G)G the invariant
subalgebra under the adjoint action of G Then A{G)G is the exterior algebra of
the primitive space P{G) We have the transgression t P{G) —> S{G)G Let

7 S{G)G —> S{H)H be the restriction of polynomial functions Then we have a
free DGA

A(G/H) S(H)H <g) A(G)G,

where the differential dr is defined as follows

dr(x(g)l) 0, for xeS(H)H,
dr{l®y) 7r(y)(g) 1, for y £ P(G)

The minimal model of G/H over R is lsomorphic to that of A(G/H) Let m{G/H)<g>
R be the minimal model of A(G/H)

Proposition 3.7. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and H a closed
connected subgroup Then G/H is p-umversal for any prime p
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Proof By Theorem A, it is sufficient to show that the rational homotopy type
of G/H has positive weights For any tel*, there is a one parameter subgroup
X(t) of DGA automorphisms of A{G/H) defined by

where \z\ denotes the degree of z The lifting ip(t) of A(t) on m(G/H) gives
elements of Aut K(m(G/H) <g> R) such that Inn Mt) 0 Then by Theorem 2 7 it
has Q-positive weights D
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